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The Network of Italian Researchers in the Cape (NIRC) was established after a
successful meeting organized by the Italian Consul in Cape Town, Alfonso Tagliaferri,
on August 14 t h 2015.
The NIRC aims to engage all the Italian Academics, Researchers and Scientists operating
in the Western, Eastern and Northern Cape Provinces of South Africa in order to share
experience, exchange knowledge, promote networking and encourage linkage with
industry and local/international research institutions.
This Newsletter #1 presents information on the NIRC, introduces some members and
reports news from the Italian Consulate in Cape Town and Science Attaché in Pretoria.
The newsletter concludes with some website links to boost research and networking.

1. About the NIRC
The NIRC was established in 2015, from the idea of the Italian Consul in Cape Town,
Alfonso Tagliaferri, to connect Italian researchers and scientists working in the three
provinces of the Cape, with Italian enterprises as well as associations based in South
Africa.
The coordinator of the NIRC is Prof. Salvatore Mancuso of the University of Cape
Town, Department of Commercial Law, and the vice-coordinator is Dr. Mattia Vaccari
of the University of The Western Cape, Department of Physics and Astronomy.
The number of NIRC members has increased since its establishment. At present, it
counts around 60 members who span from Visiting MSc/PhD Students to
Full/Emeritus Professors, with a significant number of Postdoctoral Research Fellows,
Lectures and Senior Lecturers. Statistics, based on information collected on 48 NIRC
members, was provided by Dr. Pierguido Sarti, the Science Attaché of the Italian
Government in the Sub-Saharan Africa (see Section 4) and is reported below.
Depending on future support and opportunities, the aim of the network would be
moving towards an association including all the Italian Academics, Researchers and
Scientists formally working at South African Universities and Research Institutes.
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2. Ge t to know us!
In this section, four NIRC members present themselves by telling about their research,
experience and projects as well as challenges in working in South Africa.
Who? Dr. Francesca Porri
What? Senior Scientist in Coastal Ecology
Where? South African Institute for Aquatic Biodiversity

Who? Dott. Giulio Nigro
What? Visiting PhD Student in Zoology
Where? University of Cape Town

"I am a PhD student, originally from Rome,
employed at the Department of Zoology of the
University of Greifswald, Germany.
"I am a marine biologist with key interests in
the ecology of intertidal and coastal systems.
I work mostly on the ecology of intertidal
populations, focusing on the dynamics of
dispersal and recruitment of larvae in several
coastal habitats, including rocky shores, sandy
beaches, estuaries and mangroves.
After graduating at the University of Florence, I
arrived in South Africa in 1997, working as a
Research Associate for just over two years at
the University of Transkei (current Walter
Sisulu University), under a EU funded project
on mangrove ecology.
In 2004, I completed my doctorate in larval
ecology at Rhodes University. I am currently
based at the South African Institute for Aquatic
Biodiversity (SAIAB) in Grahamstown where I
continue in the pursuit of my research goals
and where I am largely committed towards
training and transformation of postgraduates
from historically disadvantaged institutions,
such as Walter Sisulu University and University
of Forthare.
I feel extremely fortunate to have firstly arrived
to a hidden and unusual South Africa, which I
would have probably never discovered. From
the very beginning, I have been fascinated by
people, cultures, sounds, aromas, landscapes
and overall diversity. The rich biodiversity of
the
coastal
systems
further
inspires
my
professional research.
What do I miss from Italy? My loved ones, and a
pervasive subliminal nostalgia which I transform
into a positive, patriotic attitude."
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My research focuses on the behaviour and
communication of a special group of insects
living only in Southern and Central Africa, the
Mantophasmatodea,
commonly
known
as
“Gladiators” or “Heelwalkers”.
In order to study these small but fascinating
creatures in their habitat, I will work two
months per year in South Africa for the next
three years in cooperation with the University
of Cape Town. I will alternate periods of field
work
in
the
Cederberg
Mountains,
near
Clanwilliam, and periods of research in the
laboratories of the University campus.
This is my first experience in South Africa and I
am really looking forward to discover the
culture and the life of Cape Town, as well as
the nature and the environment of the WC
Province. I am also a big fan of photography
and I hope to can document as much as possible
of the places I will visit."

More about Francesca?
E: f.porri@saiab.ac.za
W: www.saiab.ac.za

More about Giulio?
E: giulio.nigro@uni-greifswald.de
W: www.mnf.uni-greifswald.de/index.php?id=21393
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Who? Dott.ssa Ilaria Canzani
What? Visiting MSc Student in International Sciences
Where? University of Cape Town

"I got my BA in International Sciences in July
2015 at the University of Gorizia (Italy) and I am
currently enrolled in the binational Master’s
Degree Program COSM between the University of
Turin (Italy) and Université Mohammed VI
Polytechnique of Rabat (Morocco).
My decision to undertake this educational path
originated from my passion for traveling and
knowing different people and cultures. Thanks
to this passion, I had also the opportunity to
spend a 2-week period in Romania as an
entertainer at institutes of day care centre for
abandoned children, a 3-month internship in
Mumbai, India, at The Indo-Italian Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (where I wrote my BA
thesis entitled "India and wine: New frontiers for
Italian exports"), and a first 6-month course in
Morocco, as part of the Master COSM.
I am now in South Africa, as a visiting student
at the University of Cape Town in order to
develop a research project on nation building in
contexts
and
countries
with
different
populations. The research is based on two case
studies: South Africa and Morocco. In fact, I
want to study and understand what are the
factors and power relationships that determine
the sense of belonging to a community/nation.
Due to its history and culture, South Africa is a
very challenging country, which provides an
ideal case study for my research.
This is my second time in South Africa, a
country that I have loved since 2010 after 1-year
experience as an Exchange Student in Simon’s
Town, where I lived with a Xhosa family and
experienced
the
real
African
life.
This
experience has remained strongly impressed in
my heart and mind, and left me the desire to
come back and try to understand the lived
dynamics, from a different and more mature
point of view."
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Who? Dr. Enrico Gennari
What? Research Director in Marine Top Predator Ecology
Where? Oceans Research in Mossel Bay

"I have been studying movement of large sharks
using active and passive acoustic telemetry for
more than 10 years.
As a young researcher, I left Rome in 2005 to go
to South Africa, as this is a unique place to
study white sharks. I got my PhD at Rhodes
University, which focused on the thermal
physio-ecology
of
the
great
white
shark,
enhancing the understanding of the trophic
physio-ecology and behavior of this species.
I am now Research Director at Oceans Research in
Mossel Bay. Recently I have expanded my
research, focusing it on understanding why
animals move and how to infer behavioral and
ecological choices from the movement data. Some
of the species I am working on are Cape fur seals,
humpback dolphins, different species of jellyfish
and sharks, and also terrestrial species.
In addition, in the last few years, I have also
researched on shark deterrents which can help
in preventing negative interactions between
humans
and
sharks
and
thus
ultimately
conserving sharks.
Due to my expertise, I am also an Honorary
Research Associate of the South African Institute
for Aquatic Biodiversity (SAIAB), an Associate
Member at the Centre for Coastal Palaeosciences
of the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University
and Research Associate at the Department of
Ichthyology and Fisheries Science (DIFS), Rhodes
University. I also contributed in founding the
South African White Shark Research Group and
the Southern African Movement Ecology Group."

More about Ilaria?
E: ilaria.canzani@edu.unito.it
W: www.egerabat.com/masterCOSM/

More about Enrico?
E: e.gennari@oceans-research.com
W: www.oceans-research.com/
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3. Ne ws fr om the I t a l i a n C o n s u l a t e
Since 2015, the Italian Consulate in Cape Town has endorsed the NIRC by supporting and
encouraging its activities. In this section, news from the Consulate is reported.
The Italian Consulate in Cape Town has been dedicating a
permanent section on the NIRC in its website:
https://goo.gl/LjR2zd

The Italian Consul, Alfonso Tagliaferri, has been promoting
NIRC's

meetings

and

special

events

such

as

the

ResearchNight.it, a public talk where a NIRC member
introduce and spread the meaning of his/her research and
findings to a public of non specialists.
NIRC Members are invited to contact the Consulate at consolato.capetown@esteri.it to provide/update own
personal details on academic position, university/institution and research unit in order to keep the above mentioned
webpage on the NIRC comprehensive and updated.

NIRC ResearchNight.it
1st Public Talk:
20 April 2016 @ Truth Coffee Roasting, Cape Town
"Cosmic Light: the Story of Everything"
Presenter: Dr. Lucia Marchetti

2nd Public Talk:
14 June 2016 @ Villa 47, Cape Town
"The HIV/AIDS epidemic 35 years on: where are
we now?"
Presenter: Dr. Paolo Monini

3rd Public Talk:
13 September 2016 @ The Bank, Cape Town
"Football: the New
Investment in Italy"

Frontier

of

Chinese

Presenter: Prof. Ignazio Castellucci

N I R C
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4 . Ne ws fr om the Italia n Embassy
In 2015, the Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation (MAECI)
appointed Dr. Pierguido Sarti as a Science Attaché' at the Italian Embassy in Pretoria in
order to strength research, innovation and cooperation between South Africa and Italy.
This section reports on news from Dr. Sarti for the NIRC members.
Dr. Pierguido Sarti has been creating a "Directory of all the Italian Researchers,
Scientists and Academics working in South Africa" in order to facilitate
networking, research funding opportunities and strength the research
cooperation in between Italy and South Africa. The subdirectory of the NIRC,
based on the details provided by 37 Members, was recently presented at the
Italian-South African Chamber of Commerce and Industries. Contacts of our
Science Attaché are as follows:
Dr. Pierguido Sarti
Italian Embassy in Pretoria
796, George Avenue, 0083 Arcadia, Pretoria
T: +27 1242 30 000
E: pretoria.scienza@esteri.it
NIRC members are invited to contact Dr. Pierguido Sarti at pretoria.scienza@esteri.it to provide/update own
personal details on position, university/institution and research field in order to keep a comprehensive and updated
Directory of all the Italian Researchers, Scientists and Academics working in the RSA.

Awards highlighted by Dr. Sarti
Italian Bilateral Scientific Cooperation Award
The MAECI instituted the “Italian Bilateral Scientific
Cooperation Award” to recognize an Italian eminent
scientist who, through his/her research abroad, made a
remarkable contribution to the advancement of science
and technology, thus improving relations with foreign
countries and International Organizations. Nominations
were collected until October, 31st 2016 and the award
ceremony will take place on January, 10th 2017.

"L'innovazione che parla Italiano" Award
The MAECI, the Italian Directorate General for
Cultural and Economic Promotion and Innovation,
and the PNICube, Italian Association of University
Incubators and Business Plan Competition, instituted
an award for the best Italian Startup operating
abroad, including the RSA. Applications were
collected until October, 31st 2016 and the award
ceremony will take place in 2017.

N I R C
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Events Organized by Dr. Sarti
The Italian Ambassador meets the NIRC and Italian Scientists working in the SKA project
5th October 2016 h 19-22 @ Residence of the Italian Ambassador in Bishops Court - Cape Town

The Italian Ambassador in Pretoria, Pietro Giovanni Donnici, and his wife, Mrs Martina Donnici, were pleased
to meet the NIRC members as well as the Italian researchers and scientists involved in the SKA project who
visited South Africa to attend the international event "2016 SKA Engineering Meeting" (see Section 5). In his
speech, the Ambassador introduced the NIRC and NIRNEP and highlighted the key role played by the Italian
Researchers and Scientists in pursuing successful research around the world and especially in the RSA.

Workshop "Italy-South Africa Collaboration in Research"
7th December 2016 h 10-17 @ National Research Foundation – Pretoria
Italy and South Africa have successfully pursued bilateral research cooperation since 2000. This led to financing
numerous joint-venture research projects as well as supporting training of students and young researchers.
The current bilateral programme Italy-South Africa is going to end. However both the countries wish to continue
this successful cooperation. Thus, the Department of Science and Technology (DST) and the National Research
Foundation (NRF) of the RSA with the Italian Embassy in Pretoria organized a 1-day workshop acting as a
platform for all relevant stakeholders potentially involved in a new future agreement.
The upcoming workshop will have the following aims: a) strengthening the ongoing cooperation in between
South Africa-Italy, b) conceptualising a new phase for future scientific collaboration according to the needs and
strategic targets of the two countries and c) informing on some current funding schemes to establish a bi- and
multi-lateral cooperation in research.
At the workshop, the following participants are expected: (1) Researchers funded under the current bilateral
programme; (2) The Italian Researchers of NIRC and NIRNEP currently employed in universities and/or
research councils in the RSA, and (3) South African and Italian Researchers cooperating under existing EUfunded multilateral programmes such as the FP7 and H2020.
A reception at the residence of the Italian Ambassador in Pretoria at h 18:00 will conclude this event.

N I R C
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5. Links and Events
In this section, relevant website links are provided for research networking and funding
opportunities as well as international events involving NIRC members in South Africa.

The NIRC's Blog and Social Networks
Find more on the NIRC through our blog on
wordpress.com, the Facebook and Twitter web pages
as follows:
https://nircblog.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/nircape/
https://twitter.com/nircape

The NIRNEP's Blog
The

Network

of

Italian

Researchers

in

the

NorthEastern Provinces of South Africa (NIRNEP)
was established in early 2016. It is coordinated by Prof.
Cristina Trois (UKZN) and Dr. Anita Virga (WITS).
The NIRNEP's blog is available at:
https://nirnep.wordpress.com/

INNOVITALIA
We recommend Innovitalia, a webpage managed by
the MAECI and MIUR to promote and encourage
research and technology cooperation at international
level. The NIRC was recently included among the
Italian research networks active worldwide:
https://www.researchitaly.it/innovitalia/

RISeT
We would suggest RISeT, Rete Informativa Scienza e
Technologia, a dedicated platform, managed by the
MAECI, where the Science Attachés active worldwide
spread scientific information to facilitate networking
and encourage cooperation among the several Italian
research networks active abroad:
http://riset.esteri.it/

N I R C
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ESASTAP 2020
We suggest to frequently visit ESASTAP Plus, a
webpage created to strength technology, research and
innovation cooperation between Europe and South
Africa. Current research funding opportunities are
available at:
http://www.esastap.org.za

APRE
We suggest to frequently visit the webpage of the
Agenzia per la Promozione della Ricerca Europea
(APRE), i.e. the Agency for Promotion of European
Research, to know about funding opportunities for
international research cooperation between Italy and
South Africa:
http://www.apre.it/

SCIENCE FORUM SOUTH AFRICA
The 2nd edition of the Science Forum South Africa
(SFSA 2016) will take place on 8-9 December 2016 at
the CSIR International Convention Centre, in Pretoria.
The Forum will serve as a large, open, public platform
for debating on science and society with a specific
focus on the social sciences and humanities, as well as
the role of science in Africa's development:
http://www.sfsa.co.za/

Italian-South African Chamber of Trade and Industries
For the NIRC members active in the fields of applied
sciences, engineering and technology, we suggest to
visit the website of the Italian-South African
Chamber of Trade and Industries to know on the
many Italian enterprises active in South Africa and
bilateral Italy-South Africa business activities:
http://www.italcham.co.za/

N I R C
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NIRC Member's Research on HIV/AIDS Vaccine
We are please to inform on the relevant findings of our
NIRC Members working on a bilateral Italian-South
African research project to test the new anti HIV/AIDS
vaccine Tat. The project, in South Africa, was headed
by Dr. Paolo Monini. Relevant Italian/South African
newspapers and institutions reported on those results
such as the Italian Minister of Health:
https://goo.gl/iU8AaG

NIRC Members @ SEMC 2016
Dr. Fulvio Busatta attended the 6th edition of the
International Conference on Structural Engineering,
Mechanics and Computation (SEMC) taking place in
Cape Town on 5-7 September 2016. With more than 30
papers presented by Italian Academics/Researchers,
Italy was the 3rd most represented country at SEMC
after South Africa (hosting country) and Germany:
http://www.semc.uct.ac.za/

NIRC Members @ ICRI 2016
Dr. Davide Chinigó and Dr. Mattia Vaccari of NIRC as
well as Dr. Pierguido Sarti attended the 3rd International
Conference on Research Infrastructure (ICRI) in Cape
Town on 3-5 October 2016. Numerous Italian delegates
involved in the development of large-scale international
research infrastructures attended the conference:
https://icri2016.co.za/

2016 SKA Engineering Meeting
The 2016 SKA Engineering Meeting took place in
Stellenbosch on 2-6 October 2016. More than 20 Italian
delegates, from Universities, Research Centres and
Industry, who significantly contributed to the SKA
Project in South Africa attended the meeting:
https://indico.skatelescope.org/event/402/

N I R C
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The NIRC Team:
NIRC Coordinator:
Prof. Salvatore Mancuso, E: salvatore.mancuso@uct.ac.za
NIRC Vice-Coordinator, NIRC Blog, Facebook and Twitter:
Dr. Mattia Vaccari, E: mattia@mattiavaccari.net
NIRC Logo:
Dr. Matteo Fraschini, E: matteo.fraschini@uct.ac.za
NIRC Facebook webpage:
Dott.ssa Valentina Pancieri, E: vpancieri@gmail.com
NIRC Newsletter:
Dr. Fulvio Busatta, E: fulvio.busatta@uct.ac.za

We would like to invite the NIRC members to join the team
and/or contribute to the Blog, Facebook and Twitter
webpage as well as to the Newsletter.
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